
ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURESVLADIMIR I. BOGACHEV, GIUSEPPE DA PRATO, AND MICHAEL R�OCKNERAbstrat. A new existene result is established for weak paraboli equationsfor probability measures. A priori estimates for solutions of suh equations areobtained.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 35K10, 35K12, 60J35, 60J60, 47D071. IntrodutionThis work is ontinuation of our paper [1℄, where we studied paraboli equationsof the form L�� = 0 (1.1)for Borel measures � on (0; 1)� Rd . Here L is a seond order paraboli operatorLu(t; x) := �u(t; x)�t + aij(t; x)�xi�xju(t; x) + bi(t; x)�xiu(t; x);and the interpretation of our equation is the following. We shall say that a familyof Radon measures � = (�t)t2[0;1) on Rd satis�es the weak paraboli equation (1.1)if the funtions aij and bi are integrable on every ompat set in (0; 1) � Rd withrespet to the measure �(dt dx) := �t(dx) dt and, for every u 2 C10 ((0; 1)�Rd), onehas Z 10 ZRd Lu(t; x)�t(dx) dt = 0: (1.2)We shall say that � satis�es the initial ondition �0 := � at t = 0 if � is a measureon Rd and limt!0 ZRd �(x)�t(dx) = ZRd �(x) �(dx) (1.3)for all � 2 C10 (Rd). In this ase we write � = (�t)t2[0;1).The same de�nitions are introdued in the ase where Rd is replaed by an openset 
 � Rd or by an open set in a Riemannian manifold. In partiular, in (1.2) wetake u 2 C10 ((0; 1)� 
) and in (1.3) we take � 2 C10 (
).Equation (1.1) is satis�ed for the transition probabilities of the di�usion proesswith the di�usion matrix p2A and drift b provided suh a di�usion exists and theoeÆients A and b satisfy ertain onditions. However, (1.1) an be onsideredregardless of any probabilisti assumptions. Moreover, a study of this equation ina purely analyti setting may be useful for onstruting an assoiated di�usion (see[10℄, [14℄, [15℄).As ompared to [1℄, the prinipal novelty of this work is a onsiderably weakersuÆient ondition for the existene of solutions. Namely, in addition to ertain mildloal restritions on the oeÆients A and b it is only required that the estimateL	 � C+C	 should hold for some ompat positive funtion 	. In [1, Theorem 3.1℄,a muh more restritive additional assumption was imposed that, for eah � 2 (0; 1),there is a ompat funtion V� with LV� (t; x) ! �1 as jxj ! 1. Also, ourapproah in this work di�ers onsiderably from that of [1℄, where the time-dependent1



2 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERoeÆients A and b were approximated by piee-wise onstant (in t) oeÆients andthe results from [2℄, [3℄ and [8℄ on the semigroups generated by time-independentellipti operators were employed. Here we obtain solutions as limits of solutionsto boundary value problems in bounded domains. To this end, ertain a prioriestimates for suh solutions are obtained. In this respet, our approah is loser tothat of [4℄, [5℄, [6℄ and [9℄ in the ellipti ase.2. Auxiliary resultsLet us reall some standard notation for various Sobolev lasses on Rd or on opensets U � Rd . The lass Hp;1(U) onsists of all funtions f 2 Lp(U) with generalizedpartial derivatives �xif 2 Lp(U). This spae is equipped with its natural Sobolevnorm kfkp;1.For a funtion u on (0; 1)� Rd , we set �tu(t; x) := �u(t; x)=�t.We shall say that a funtion V on Rd is ompat if limjxj!+1V (x) = +1.Lemma 2.1. If � = (�t)t2[0;1) satis�es (1.1) and (1.3), then, for every � 2 C10 (Rd),for almost all t 2 [0; 1) one hasZRd �(x)�t(dx)� lim"!0Z t" ZRd L�(s; x)�s(dx) ds = ZRd �(x) �(dx): (2.1)If, for eah � 2 C10 (Rd), the funtion ZRd �(x)�t(dx) is ontinuous on [0; 1), then(2.1) holds for all t 2 [0; 1) and is equivalent to (1.1) and (1.3). The same is true inthe ase when our equation is onsidered on an open set.This lemma was stated in [1℄ with the integral over [0; t℄ in plae of the limit of theintegrals over ["; t℄, but the proof only gives the above assertion (whih is suÆientfor the subsequent appliation of the lemma in [1℄). Note that the funtionh : s 7! ZRd L�(s; x)�s(dx)is integrable on [0; t℄ (so that the limit of the integrals over ["; t℄ equals the integralover [0; t℄) provided that there is a �-integrable funtion � suh that L�(s; x) ��(s; x) �-a.e. Indeed, in this ase the funtion h, whih oinides with the derivativeof the funtion f(s) := ZRd �(x)�s(dx)on (0; 1), is majorized by the integrable funtion s 7! ZRd �(s; x)�s(dx), whih yieldsthat f is absolutely ontinuous provided it is ontinuous. If we do not assume theontinuity of f , then we onlude that f has an absolutely ontinuous modi�ation.Certainly, all this is true if the funtions aij and bi are �-integrable on every set[0; 1℄�B, where B is a ball in Rd .It is worth noting that one of the reasons why we require that all measures �t(and not just almost all) be probabilities is that this is the ase when one deals withtransition probabilities. From the analyti point of view, this is not essential, ofourse. Another reason is that, as we shall see, this assumption simpli�es ertaintehnial issues (see also [7℄).The following lemma is a straightforward extension of [1, Lemma 2.2℄ whereM = 0and � is a onstant.



ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURES 3Lemma 2.2. Let � = (�t)t2[0;1) be a family of probability measures on Rd satis-fying (1.1) and (1.3), where � is a probability measure on Rd . Suppose that thereexist a nonnegative funtion 	 2 C2(Rd) and a number M suh that 	 2 L1(�),limjxj!1	(x) = +1, andL	(t; x) � �(t; x) +M	(x) �t dt-a.e. (2.2)for some �-integrable funtion �. Then, for a.e. t 2 [0; 1), one hasZRd 	 d�t � ZRd 	 d� + Z t0 ZRd � d�s ds+M exp(Mt) Z t0 exp(�Ms)hZRd 	 d� + Z s0 ZRd � d�r dri ds� (MeM + 1)�k	kL1(�) + k�kL1(�)�: (2.3)If M = 0 and � = K is onstant, then, for a.e. t 2 [0; 1), one hasZRd 	(x)�t(dx) � tK + ZRd 	(x) �(dx): (2.4)Furthermore, if the funtionst 7! Z �(x)�t(dx); � 2 C10 (Rd);are ontinuous on [0; 1), then (2.3) and, in the ase M = 0, (2.4) are true for allt 2 [0; 1). Finally, if (1.1) and (1.3) are ful�lled on the open set f	 < g, then thesame assertions with Rd replaed by f	 < g are true.Proof. It is lear that (2.1) remains true also for any funtion � 2 C1b (Rd) suhthat �(x) = q = onst outside some ball. Indeed, the funtion �0 := �(x) � q is ofompat support, L�0 = L� andZRd q �t(dx) = ZRd q �(dx) = q:Furthermore, due to the loal integrability of the funtions aij and bi with respetto �, (2.1) is learly still true for � 2 C2b (Rd) (in plae of C10 ) suh that �(x) = q =onst outside some ball. Now let us �x k 2 N and take a funtion �k 2 C2(R) suhthat �k(r) = r if r � k, �k(r) = k+1 if r � k+2, 0 � �0k(r) � 1, and �00k(r) � 0. Byour assumption on 	, �k Æ 	 is onstant outside a suÆiently large ball. Hene, asexplained above, (2.1) is true with �(x) = �k(x) := �k(	(x)). We observe thatL�k = �0k(	)L	+ �00k(	)hAr	;r	i � �0k(	)L	:Hene, for a.e. s, one hasZRd L�k(s; x)�s(dx) � ZRd[j�(s; x)j+M�0k(	(x))	(x)℄�s(dx)� (k + 1)M + ZRd j�(s; x)j�s(dx):By our hypothesis, the right-hand side is integrable in s over [0; 1℄. Note also that�0k(	)	 � �k(	). Indeed, (�0k(t)t)0 = �0k(t) + �00k(t)t � �0k(t). Therefore, for a.e.



4 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERt 2 [0; 1) one hasZRd �k Æ	 d�t = ZRd �k Æ	 d� + Z t0 ZRd L�k d�s ds� ZRd �k Æ	 d� + Z t0 ZRd(�0k Æ	)L	 d�s ds� ZRd 	 d� + Z t0 ZRd(�0k Æ	)[� +M	℄ d�s ds� ZRd 	 d� + Z t0 ZRd [(�0k Æ	)� +M�k Æ	℄ d�s ds:By Gronwall's inequality we �ndZ t0 ZRd �kÆ	 d�s ds � exp(Mt) Z t0 exp(�Ms)hZRd 	 d�+Z s0 ZRd(�0kÆ	)� d�r dri ds:HeneZRd �k Æ	 d�t � ZRd 	 d� + Z t0 ZRd(�0k Æ	)� d�s ds+M exp(Mt) Z t0 exp(�Ms)hZRd 	 d� + Z s0 ZRd(�0k Æ	)� d�r dri ds:By Fatou's lemma we obtain the integrability of 	 with respet to �t and �nallyarrive at the desired estimates.If the funtions t 7! R � d�t, where � 2 C10 (Rd), are ontinuous on [0; 1℄, thensuh funtions are ontinuous also with � 2 Cb(Rd), whih yields that our estimatesare pointwise. Indeed, the right-hand side R(t) of the �rst inequality in (2.3) isontinuous in t. Let 	n := min(	; n) and let Jn(t) and J(t) be the integrals of 	nand 	 against �t, respetively. We have Jn(t) � R(t) for a.e. t. By the ontinuityof both sides this inequality holds for all t 2 [0; 1). By Fatou's theorem, one hasJ(t) � R(t) also pointwise.The reasoning is similar in the ase of the open set 
 = f	 < g in plae of Rd .Namely, we �x " > 0 and �nd a funtion � 2 C2(R1) suh that �(r) = r if r � � ",�(t) =  if t �  + ", 0 � �0 � 1, and �00 � 0. Then, letting � := � Æ	, we obtain asaboveZ t0 Z
 � Æ	 d�s ds � exp(Mt) Z t0 exp(�Ms)hZ
	 d� + Z s0 Z
(�0 Æ	)� d�r dri ds:Letting "! 0 we obtain our laim. �Corollary 2.3. Let � = (�t)t2[0;1) be a family of probability measures on Rd satis-fying (1.1) and (1.3), where � is a probability measure on Rd . Let 	 2 C2(Rd) be anonnegative funtion suh thatlimjxj!1	(x) = +1 and L	(t; x) � C +M	(x) �t dt-a.e.,where C � 0 and M � 0 are onstants. Then one an �nd a nonnegative funtion	0 2 C2(Rd) suh that	0 2 L1(�); limjxj!1	0(x) = +1 and L	0(t; x) � C +M �t dt-a.e.Moreover, if M is a uniformly tight family of probability measures on Rd and forevery � 2M there exists a solution �� = (��t )t2[0;1) of the problem L���� = 0, ��0 = �



ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURES 5in the sense of (1.1), (1.3) and for some nonnegative ompat funtion 	 2 C2(Rd)one has L�	(t; x) � C +M	(x) ��t dt-a.e.,then one an �nd a funtion 	0 as above suh thatsup�2M esssupt2[0;1) ZRd 	0 d��t � C +M + sup�2M ZRd 	0 d� <1:If the funtions t 7! R � d�t, where � 2 C10 (Rd), are ontinuous on [0; 1℄, thenesssup an be replaed by sup. The same is true in the ase where Rd is replaed bya bounded open set.Proof. Indeed, one an �nd a funtion � 2 C2(R) suh that �(0) = 0, � is nonnegativeon R+ , 	1 := � Æ	 2 L1(�), limr!+1 �(r) = +1, 0 � �0 � 1, and �00 � 0. To this end,it suÆes to �nd a funtion � with the listed properties suh that it is integrablewith respet to the measure � = � Æ	�1. We �nd inreasing numbers Tk suh thatTk+1 � Tk � Tk � Tk�1 � 1 and �([Tk;1)) � 2�k. Let �(Tk) = k � 1. Interpolatingbetween Tk and Tk+1 we obtain a �-integrable inreasing onave funtion �0, whihis not C2, however. But now we take for �(t) the integral over [0; t℄ of a smoothfuntion g hosen as follows: g(t) = �00(t) if t 2 (Tk; Tk+1 � k�1), g0(t) � 0. It isreadily seen that we obtain a required funtion. ThenL	1 � �0(	)L	 � �0(	)(C +M	) � C +M�(	) = C +M	1beause �0(	)	 � �(	) as explained above. Replaing 	1 by 	0 := log(	1 + 1), we�nd that L	0 = (	1 + 1)�1L	1 � (	1 + 1)�2hAr	1;r	1i � C +M:Moreover, for any uniformly tight family of probability measuresM, suh a funtion� an be found with the property thatsup�2M ZRd 	0 d� <1:This is seen from the above reasoning. Now we apply (2.4) with K = C +M . If thefuntions t 7! R � d�t, where � 2 C10 (Rd), are ontinuous on [0; 1℄, then esssup anbe replaed by sup beause (2.4) holds pointwise in this ase. �Remark 2.4. It is obvious from the proof that the ondition L	 � C in Lemma2.2 an be relaxed as follows: there exists a measurable set E � Rd suh thatL	(t; x) � C + C	(x) �t dt-a.e. on (0; 1)� (RdnE) andC 0 := Z 10 ZE jL	(t; x)j�t(dx) dt <1:Then in the left-hand side of (2.4) one should add C 0.It is also worth mentioning that if in the situation of Lemma 2.2 the funtionsaij are bounded on bounded subsets of [0; 1℄�Rd and (2.2) holds only for x outsidesome bounded set, then one an �nd another nonnegative funtion 	0 2 C2(Rd)suh that 	0 oinides with 	 outside some bounded set and L	0 � C0 �t dt-a.e.,where C0 is a positive onstant. Indeed, let � 2 C1(R1) be suh that �(s) = 0 ifs � �1, �(s) = s if s � 1, 0 � �0 � 1. There exists k suh that L	 � C �t dt-a.e.if jxj � k. LetM := sups j�00(s)j supt2[0;1℄;jxj�k+2hA(t; x)r	(x);r	(x)i; 	0(x) := �(	(x)� k):



6 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERThenL	0(t; x) = �0(	(x)� k � 1)L	(t; x) + �00(	(x)� k � 1)hA(t; x)r	(x);r	(x)i� C +M;sine �0(	(x)�k�1) = 0 if jxj � k, L	(x) � C if jxj � k, and �00(	(x)�k�1) = 0if jxj � k + 2.Let us onsider examples of how (2.2) an be veri�ed in terms of the oeÆientsof L.Example 2.5. (i) Suppose thatjaij(t; x)j � 1 + 2jxj2; hb(t; x); xi � 3 + 4jxj2for some onstants i. Then, letting 	(x) := jxj2k, k > 0, we obtain L	 � C + C	for a suÆiently large C > 0. Consequently, if a solution � exists and jxj2k 2 L1(�0),then, for a.e. t, we haveZRd jxj2k �t(dx) � eC ZRd jxj2k �0(dx) + CeC :(ii) Suppose thatjaij(t; x)j � 1 + 2 ln(jxj2 + 1); hb(t; x); xi � 3 + 4jxj2 + 5jxj2 ln(jxj2 + 1);for some onstants i. Then, letting 	(x) := ln(jxj2 + 1), we �nd�xi	(x) = 2xi(jxj2 + 1)�1;�xj�xi	(x) = 2Æij � 4xixj(jxj2 + 1)�2;whih yieldsL	(t; x) = 2 traeA(t; x)� 4(jxj2 + 1)�2hA(t; x)x; xi+ 2(jxj2 + 1)�1hb(t; x); xi� C + C	(x)for a suÆiently large C > 0. Consequently, if a solution � exists and ln(jxj2 + 1) 2L1(�0), then, for a.e. t, we haveZRd ln(jxj2 + 1)�t(dx) � eC ZRd ln(jxj2 + 1)�0(dx) + CeC :Moreover, letting 	(x) = j ln(jxj2 + 1)j2, we also have L	 � C + C	, heneZRd j ln(jxj2 + 1)j2 �t(dx) � eC ZRd j ln(jxj2 + 1)j2 �0(dx) + CeC :(iii) Suppose thathA(t; x)x; xi � 1 + �jxj2�; hb(t; x); xi � 2 � (2�k + ")jxj2k+2��2with some positive onstants 1; 2; �; �; ; k; ". Let 	(x) = exp�jxj2k�. ThenL	(t; x) = 2k traeA(t; x)jxj2k�2	(x) + 4k(k � 1)hA(t; x)x; xijxj2k�4	(x)+ (2k)2hA(t; x)x; xijxj4k�4	(x) + 2kjxj2k�2	(x)hb(t; x); xi� 0 � "jxj2k+2��2	(x)with some onstant 0. Hene, if � � 1 and 	 2 L1(�0), thenesssupt2[0;1) ZRd exp�jxj2k��t(dx) <1:



ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURES 7Let us introdue the following onditions on A, b, p 2 [1;+1), and an open ballB � Rd :(C1) there exist two onstants M1 = M1(B) and M2 = M2(B) suh that for alli; j one has det(t;x)2[0;1℄�BA(t; x) �M1 and supt2[0;1℄ kaij(t; � )kHp;1(B) �M2:(C2) there exists M3 =M3(B) suh that for all i one hassupt2[0;1℄ kbi(t; � )kLp(B) �M3:It follows from (C1) and the Sobolev embedding theorem that if p > d, then everyfuntion aij has a jointly measurable version suh that all funtions x 7! aij(t; x),t 2 (0; 1), are H�older ontinuous of order 1� d=p and bounded on B uniformly in t(their H�older and sup-norms on B are estimated by a onstant depending on p, d,B and M2). Below we use the same notation aij for these partiular versions.The main result of this work is based on the following lemma.Set b0 := A�1=2(b� �); � := (�1; : : : ;�d); �j = �xiaij:Lemma 2.6. Let 
 be an open bounded set in Rd with a smooth boundary andvolume j
j, let the funtions aij and bi be in�nitely di�erentiable in the seondargument on (0; 1)� 
1, where 
1 � 
 is a bounded open set, and let A(t; x) � �Ifor some number � > 0. Suppose that � = %(t; x) dxdt, where every %(t; � ), t > 0,is a twie ontinuously di�erentiable positive probability density on 
 suh that�%(t; x)�t = �xi�xj (aij%)� �xi(bi%) (2.5)in (0; 1)�
. Suppose also that % is ontinuous on the losure of [0; 1℄�
, %(0; x) = %0with %0 2 C10 (
), andhAr%(t; x) + [�(t; x)� b(t; x)℄%(t; x); n�
(x)i = 0; (t; x) 2 [0; 1℄� �
; (2.6)where n�
 is the outer unit normal on �
. ThenZ 10 Z
 jpAr%(t; x)j2%(t; x)�1 dxdt� 2 Z 10 Z
 jb0(t; x)j2 %(t; x) dxdt+ 2 Z
 %0(x) log %0(x) dx + 2j
j: (2.7)In addition, there is a onstant C(
) suh thatZ 10 �Z
 j%(t; x)jd=(d�2) dx�(d�2)=d dt (2.8)� C(
)� �Z 10 Z
 jb0(t; x)j2 %(t; x) dxdt+ Z
 %0(x) log %0(x) dx + j
j�+ 2j
j(2d�2)=d:Finally, for every p > d, there is a onstant C(
; p) suh thatZ 10 Z
 jpAr%(t; x)j2%(t; x)�1 dxdt� C(
; p) supt2(0;1)�Z
 jb0(t; x)jp dx�1=p + 2 Z
 %0(x) log %0(x) dx+ C(
; p): (2.9)



8 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERProof. It suÆes to onsider the ase p = d. Let us multiply both sides of (2.5)by log % and integrate over [0; 1℄ � 
. Applying the integration by parts formula,ondition (2.6) and the identity Z
 %(t; x) dx = Z
 %0(x) dx = 1, we obtainZ
 %(1; x) log %(1; x) dx� Z
 %0(x) log %0(x) dx= � Z 10 Z
 aij�xi%�xj%% dxdt+ Z 10 Z
 �xj%% (bj � �xiaij)% dxdt:Let E := Z
 %0 log %0 dx. Note that %(1; x) log %(1; x) � �1. Therefore,J := Z 10 Z
hAr%;r%i1% dxdt � Z 10 Z
DA1=2r%p%; b0Ep% dxdt+ E + j
j:Set kb0k2;� := �Z 10 Z
 jb0j2 %(t; x) dxdt�1=2:Finally, let kb0kp denote the norm of jb0j in Lp([0; 1℄� 
) with respet to Lebesguemeasure. By the Cauhy inequality we �ndJ � pJkb0k2;� + E + j
j;whih yieldspJ � �kb0k22;�=4 + E + j
j�1=2 + kb0k2;�=2 � kb0k2;� +pE + j
j:Let �(t) denote the integral of p%(t; x) over 
. By the Sobolev inequality, there isa onstant C(
) suh that�Z
 jp%(t; x)� �(t)j2d=(d�2) dx�(d�2)=d � C(
) Z
 jrp%j2 dx:Noting that �(t) �pj
j, we arrive at the estimate�Z
 %(t; x)d=(d�2) dx�(d�2)=2d � 12�C(
) Z
 jr%j2%�1 dx�1=2 + j
j(d�1)=d:Finally we obtain�Z
 %(t; x)d=(d�2) dx�(d�2)=d � 12C(
) Z
 jr%j2%�1 dx+ 2j
j(2d�2)=d;whih gives (2.8).In order to prove the last laim, we observe that, letting q = 2p=(p� 2), for every" > 0, one an �nd a onstant C(
; p; ") suh that�Z
 '(x)q dx�1=q � "�Z
 jr'(x)j2 dx�1=2 + C(
; p; ")for every ' 2 W 2;1(
) with k'kL2(
) � 1. Indeed, the Sobolev inequality gives an es-timate k'kLq(
) � Cjr'jL2(
)+C. If our laim is not true, then there is a sequeneof funtions 'n 2 W 2;1(
) with k'kL2(
) = 1 and k'kLq(
) � "jr'jL2(
) + n.It follows by the aforementioned estimate that n := jr'jL2(
) ! 1. Hene n := 'n=n ! 0 in L2(
) and k nkq � ". Let us take r 2 (q; 2d=(d � 2)). Theembedding of W 2;1(
) ! Lr(
) is ompat, hene f ng ontains a subsequene



ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURES 9onvergent in Lr(
). Clearly, this subsequene must onverge in Lr(
) to zero, asit onverges to zero in L2(
). This ontradits the fat that k nkq � " and provesour laim. Now it remains to use the estimatekb0k22;� � Z 10 �Z
 jb0(t; x)jp dx�2=p�Z
 %(t; x)q dx�1=q dt� supt2(0;1) kb0(t; � )kLp(
)["J + C(
; p; ")℄and then hoose " < 4�1�supt2(0;1) kb0(t; � )kLp(
) + 1��1. �Corollary 2.7. Suppose that in Lemma 2.6 there exist a nonnegative ompat fun-tion 	 2 C2(Rd) and a onstant M suh thatL	(t; x) � M +M	(x) and jb0(t; x)j2 � 	(x):Then we haveZ 10 Z
 jpAr%(t; x)j2%(t; x)�1 dxdt� 2(MeM + 1) Z
	(x)%0(x) dx+ 2M(MeM + 1) + 2 Z
 %0(x) log %0(x) dx + 2j
j:(2.10)In partiular, this is true for 	(x) = jxj2k with k � 1 provided thattraeA(t; x) � C + Cjxj2; jb0(t; x)j2 � C + Cjxj2k; hb(t; x); xi � C + Cjxj2:Proof. It suÆes to use the version of (2.3) for 
 mentioned in Lemma 2.2 in orderto estimate the integral of jb0j2 � 	 over [0; 1)� 
. �It is worth noting that under some additional assumptions on A and b, muhstronger global bounds of a similar type are established in [7℄.3. Main resultsTheorem 3.1. Let p > d+ 2 and let A and b satisfy (C1) and (C2) for every ball.Assume that there exists a nonnegative ompat funtion 	 2 C2(Rd) and a onstantC � 0 suh that L	(t; x) � C + C	(x) a.e. in (0; 1)� Rd : (3.1)Then, for every probability measure �, there exists a family � = (�t)t2[0;1) of proba-bility measures on Rd satisfying (1.1) and (1.3) suh that t 7! ZRd � d�t is ontinuouson [0; 1) for every � 2 C10 (Rd).Proof. Step 1. Let us �x a probability density %0 2 C10 (Rd) and set � = %0 dx. Let
 be a bounded onneted open set in Rd having a smooth boundary and ontainingthe support of �. We prove that there is a Borel funtion %
 on [0; 1)�
 suh thatevery %
(t; � ) is a probability density on 
 and �
 := %
 dxdt satis�es (1.1) and(1.3) on [0; 1) � 
. First we onsider the ase when A and b are smooth in x andthere exists a ompat set K � 
 suh that, letting � = (�1; : : : ;�d), �j := �xiaij,one has b(t; x) � �(t; x) = 0 if x 62 K. It is known that there is a nonnegativeontinuous solution %
 2 Lp([0; 1℄;W p;1(
)) of the initial value problem�%
�t = �xi�xj (aij%
)� �xi(bi%
); %
(0; x) = %0(x); (3.2)



10 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERwith the boundary ondition hr%
; An�
ij�
 = 0, where n�
 is the outer unit normalon �
 (see [13℄). In addition, one hasZ
 %
(t; x) dx = 1for all t 2 [0; 1) beause one hasZ
[�xi�xj (aij%
)� �xi(bi%
)℄ dx = Z
 div(Ar%
 + %
�� %
b) dx = 0by the integration by parts formula and the equalities hr%
; An�
ij�
 = 0 andhb� �; n�
i = 0.Step 2. We shall obtain a solution on [0; 1) � Rd as a limit of solutions %n withsmooth ompatly supported initial distributions. In the general ase, one an �ndonneted open sets 
n with smooth boundaries suh thatf	 � ng � 
n � f	 < n+ 1g:Let %n;0 2 C10 (
n) be probability densities suh that the measures �n = %n;0 dxonverge weakly to � and the integrals Z 	 d�n onverge to Z 	 d�.We an �nd Borel funtions aijn and bjn that are smooth in x and possess thefollowing properties: for every �xed bounded domain 
 in Rd1) the funtions aijn are uniformly bounded on [0; 1℄ � 
, aijn (t; � ) ! aij(t; � ) inW p;1(
) for every t and supt kaijn (t; � )kW p;1(
) < 1, the matries An := (aijn ) arepositive symmetri and inf(t;x)2[0;1℄�
 detAn(t; x) > 0,2) bn(t; � )! b(t; � ) in Lp(
) for every t and supn supt kbn(t; � )kLp(
) <1,3) for eah n, there exists a ompat set Kn � 
n suh thatbjn(t; x)� �xiaijn (t; x) = 0 if x 62 Kn.For every n we have a solution %n = %
;n of (3.2) on 
n with the oeÆients Anand bn. Clearly, ondition (2.6) is ful�lled with %n and 
n in plae of % and 
.It follows from Lemma 2.6 that we an �nd a subsequene in this sequene thatonverges almost everywhere on (0; 1)� Rd to a funtion %
. Our onditions on aijnand bjn imply on aount of results in [3, Setion 3℄ that this onvergene is uniformon ompat subsets in (0; 1)� Rd and that %
 satis�es the required equation.Now me make use of the Lyapunov funtion 	. We have to show that %(t; � ) isa probability density and that (1.3) is ful�lled. Aording to Corollary 2.3 we mayassume that L	 � 2C, whih ensures that for every t, the sequene of probabilitymeasures %n(t; x) dx is uniformly tight on Rd . Hene every %(t; � ) is a probabilitydensity. The only nontrivial thing is to justify (1.3). Let � 2 C10 (Rd). We sethn(t) := Z
n �(x)%n(t; x) dxIt suÆes to show that uniformly in n one haslimt!0 hn(t) = ZRd �(x) �(dx):Let w�n be the solution of the bakward Cauhy problem�w�n=�t + aijn �xi�xjw�n + bjn�xjw�n = 0; w�n(�; x) = �(x); (t; x) 2 [0; � ℄� 
n;with Dirihlet boundary ondition. Multiplying the equation for %n by w�n andintegrating over [0; � ℄� 
n we obtainZ
n w�n(0; x)%n;0(x) dx = Z
n �(x)%n(�; x) dx = hn(�): (3.3)



ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS FOR MEASURES 11Indeed, on aount of the integration by parts formula and boundary onditions forw�n and %n we have0 = Z �0 Z
n w�nh�%n�t � �xi�xj (aijn %n) + �xi(bin%n)i dx dt= Z
n[w�n(0; x)%n;0(x)� �(x)%n(�; x)℄ dx� Z �0 Z
n %n�w�n�t dx dt+ Z �0 Z
n �xiw�n��xj (aijn �xj%n)� bin%n� dx dt= Z
n [w�n(0; x)%n;0(x)� �(x)%n(�; x)℄ dx� Z �0 Z
n %n�w�n�t dx dt� Z �0 Z
n�aijn �xj�xiw�n + bin�xiw�n� %n dx dt= Z
n [w�n(0; x)%n;0(x)� �(x)%n(�; x)℄ dx:Given Æ > 0, one an �nd a ompat set K � Rd suh that �n(K) � 1� Æ for all n.We may assume that K ontains the support of �. In addition, it is readily seen thatthe funtions w�n are uniformly bounded. Moreover, one has lim�!0w�n(0; x) ! �(x)uniformly in n 2 N and x 2 K, see [12, Ch. III, Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 10.1℄ or[11℄. Now by weak onvergene of �n to � and (3.3) we omplete the proof. �Remark 3.2. (i) It is lear from the proof of the above theorem that in the ase whenthe funtions bi are bounded on bounded subsets of (0; 1)� Rd , the nondegenerayondition on A an be slightly relaxed as follows: it suÆes to haveinf(t;x)2[�1;�2℄�K detA(t; x) > 0for every [�1; �2℄ � (0; 1) and every ompat set K � Rd .(ii) It follows from Remark 2.4 and the above proof that ondition (3.1) an berelaxed as follows: there exists a ompat set K � Rd suh that L	(t; x) � C a.e.in (0; 1)� (RdnK).(iii) It is also lear that the solution onstruted above has the following property:for a.e. t, the measure �t has a density from the Sobolev lass Hp;1lo (Rd). As shownin [3℄, this is true for any solution of (1.1) under our loal assumptions on A and b.Hene, under these assumptions, equation (1.1) an be written in the lassial weakform after integrating by parts in the term with �xi�xju. Below we onsider moregeneral equations whose solutions do not have suh a property.Corollary 3.3. Suppose that there is a onstant C suh thatkA(t; x)k � C + C ln(jxj2 + 1); (t; x) 2 [0; 1)� Rd ; (3.4)and, for every ompat set K � Rd and every [�1; �2℄ � (0; 1), one hasinf(t;x)2[�1;�2℄�K detA(t; x) > 0; sup(t;x)2[0;1)�K jb(t; x)j <1:Assume also that there is a onstant M suh thathb(t; x); xi �M(1 + jxj2) ln(jxj2 + 1); (t; x) 2 [0; 1)� Rd : (3.5)Then, for every probability measure � on Rd , there exists a family (�t)t2[0;1) of proba-bility measures on Rd satisfying (1.1) and (1.3) suh that t 7! ZRd � d�t is ontinuous



12 V.I. BOGACHEV, G. DA PRATO, AND M. R�OCKNERon [0; 1) for every � 2 C10 (Rd). The same is true if we replae (3.4) and (3.5) bykA(t; x)k � C + Cjxj2; hb(t; x); xi � C + Cjxj2; (t; x) 2 [0; 1)� Rd : (3.6)If the funtions bi and aij are ontinuous in x for a.e. �xed t, then the same istrue without the assumption that detA is stritly positive.Proof. As in [1℄, we �nd Borel measurable mappings An on (0; 1)� Rd with valuesin the spae of nonnegative symmetri operators suh that the funtions aijn (t; x) aresmooth in x and satisfy the following onditions: aijn ! aij a.e., An(t; x) � n�1 � Ifor every n, supn supt;x j ln(jxj2 + 1)j�1(jxj2 + 1)�1kAn(t; x)k <1;for every ball B � Rd and every losed interval [�1; �2℄ � (0; 1), one hassupn sup(t;x)2[�1;�2℄�B kAn(t; x)�1k <1:One an �nd An of the form An = n�1 � I+A� �n, where �n(x) = nd�(nx) with somesmooth ompatly supported probability density �. Let Ln denote the operator withthe di�usion matrix An and drift b. Letting 	(x) = ln(jxj2+1), by the alulationsfrom Example 2.5(ii) we have for all n and some onstant C1Ln	(t; x) � C1 + C1jxj2 ln(jxj2 + 1):For every n we obtain a solution �n with a density %n for the equation with Ln.By Corollary 2.3 the sequene f�ng is uniformly tight on [0; 1℄ � Rd . Hene wean hoose a weakly onvergent subsequene. Let � denote its limit. Moreover,aording to [3℄, we an pik a further subsequene (denoted again by �n) for whihthe densities %n onverge loally uniformly. Then, similarly to [1℄, we verify that �satis�es (1.2). Finally, (1.3) follows by the fat that for every funtion � 2 C10 (Rd),the funtions t 7! ZRd � d�ntare uniformly Lipshitzian on [0; 1=2℄, whih is lear from (2.1) and the uniformboundedness of A and b on [0; 1℄� supp; �. �A more general result is valid if A and b are ontinuous in x. A justi�ation issimilar to the previous orollary (see also the proof of the analogous but a bit weakerorollary 3.4 in [1℄).Corollary 3.4. Suppose that the funtions x 7! aij(t; x) and x 7! bi(t; x) are ontin-uous for eah t 2 [0; 1) and are bounded on bounded sets in [0; 1)� Rd . In addition,suppose that, for every �xed ball U � Rd , the funtions x 7! aij(t; x), t 2 [0; 1),are equiontinuous on U . Finally, assume that there exists a nonnegative ompatfuntion 	 2 C2(Rd) and a onstant C � 0 suh thatL	(t; x) � C + C	(x):Then, for every probability measure �, there exists a family � = (�t)t2[0;1) of proba-bility measures on Rd satisfying (1.1) and (1.3) suh that t 7! ZRd � d�t is ontinuouson [0; 1) for every � 2 C10 (Rd).Moreover, if detA is separated from zero on ompat subsets in (0; 1)� Rd , thenthe ontinuity of b in x is not needed.
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